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Meertens Instituut

r. Introduction

In the SAND-project dialectological, sociolinguistic and generative syntactic
¡esearchers in tle Netherlands and in Dutch-speaking Belgium join forces in order
to inyestigate and yisualise the geographic distribution ofqrrtactic variation in the
Dutch dialects. The project is demanding with respect to methodology since up to
now thdre is no standard procedure for s).rìtactic elicitation techniques in dialect
research with respect to large atlas ptoiects. Hence, in severa.l dialect atlas prolects
in The Netherlands and in the Dutch speaking part ofBelgium the focus has always
been on lexical, phonological and rnorphological variables. This corresponds to
atlas projects all over the wo¡ld in which no more than five percent of published
dialect maps ùrvolve slntactic data (Gerritsen 1991:9). Recently, severj sptactic
dialect atlas projects are conducted in Europe, for instance, the North Italian and
Swiss German dialect atlases (cf. Bírcheli & Glaser, to appear).

In this paper we will focus on different elicitation techniques that are used for
the written and oral data_collection undertaken by the SANó-profect. First of all
we will outline the different stages in the design ofthe project and iheir respective
goals. Then we will discuss the results ofseveral written and oral tests and finally
we will draw conclusions about the workability and validitv ofthe tests.l

z. Phases ofplanning the data collection

Step 1: Literature stuày

Fi¡st of all we sta¡ted with a comprehensive literature stud¡ All publications, i.c.
articles and dia.lect grammars that have appeared on Dutch dialect synrax wclü
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traced and all titles we¡e fed into a database on the intemet. At the moment this
bibliography contains 1310 titles.2 On the basis ofthe sprtactic phenomena already
described in the (dialect) literature a written questionnaire was prepared.

Step 2: Wrífien questionnaire

The second step in the design ofthe SAND-proiect is an extensive written question-
naire containing 424 questions (including sub-questions and remarks to be made
by the informants) that was sent out to 850 info¡ma¡ts of the Meertens Instituut.
In this questionnaire several tasks or elicitation techniques were used in order to be
able to investigate the distribution of syntactic variables in a systematic wa¡ These
tests and their validity will be discussed in Section 3. The goal ofthe questionnaire
is fourfold. First, the responses to the questionnaire provide insight into the
geographic distribution ofthe sl.ntactic variation investigated. Secondly, a systemat-
ic methodological analysis ofthe responses sheds light on the validity ofeach qpe
of (written) elicitation (cf Oxford 1982). Thirdl¡ tle responses will show which
part(s) ofthe Dutch-speaking area are ofparticular furterest with respect to sl'rrtactic
variation. Finally, the results of the written quesúonnaire will be ertemely usefirl as

input for the next phase: the o¡al fieldwork. Note that the data obtained with the
written questionnaire will not be used direcdy for the atlas. The practical utility of
tÌìe data obtained with written elicitation techniaues is entirelv restricted to the
preparation ofthe oral fieldwork.

Step j: Oral feldwork
On the basis ofthe (geographic) distribution ofthe slrìtactic variables (cf. Cheshire
1987 for a definition ofthe notion syntactic variable) determined by means ofthe
written questionnaire, intewiews witl dialect speakers are to be prepared for 250
locations in the Dutch-speaking area. For each s1'ntactic variable to be investigated
an appropriate elicitation test is prepared, resulting in a global protocol including
all syntactic phenomena. Phenomena tlrat do not occur in a specific area can be
excluded Íiom the.interview protocol for that specific area, resulting in several
geographically constrained protocols. In Section 4 the results of oral elicitation
techniques used in s€ven pilot interuiews with dialect speakers will be discussed.

Step 4: Visual l,resentation
The s)'ntactic data gathered by means ofthe interviews with dialect speakers will be
fed into a database. Linking this database to a sophisticated cartographic system will
enable to visualise the complex ofq'ntactic phenomena. A lot of s),ntactic phenom-
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ena are not binary for instance verbal cluster interruption may aPPear willì
particles, prepositional objects, negation, temporêl adverbs, indirect objects ancl
even subjects. Thus, the database and cartographii system must be highly flexiblc
as the number of potential maps is unlimited. Note, that this cannot be done in thc
traditional atlases consisting of a fixed number of maps (cf. Gerritsen 1991;
Goeman & Taeldeman 1996). Ofcourse, the use ofthe cartographic database does
not exclude the possibility of publishing several annotated maPs. The s)'ntactic
cartographic system may prove to be an important research tool in generative
syntax, sociolinguistics, dialectology and corpus linguistics.

3. Written elicitation

Täble 1 indicates the response rates for the written questionnaire which initially sent
out to 850 native speakers ofdive¡se local dialects throughout The Netherlands and
the Dutch speaking palt of Belgium. Anon-response of52 informants is due to the
fact that the addressees of the questionnaire were no longer able to complete the
questionnaire due to certain mitigating factors such as age or passing away.

Table l. The (non-)response ofthe written questionnaire

the questionnaires totalled
minus non-response (too old, sick, passed away, etc.)
received questionnai¡es

The 798 native speakers of the local dialects surveyed are 'professional' infor-
mants, that is to say, these speakers cornplete a written questionnaire ftom the
Meertens Instituut eve¡y year. lt is for this reason, in addition to the fact that the
results ofthe written Questionnaire are only ofinterest to the preparation of the oral
fieldworlç that this questionnaire is so extensive (424 questions). ln general, such a

lengtl promotes a very high non-response, i.e. the majority of the informants will
not send back the questionnaire or they will fill it in only partially (see later). AII
questionnaires are coded and stored into a database (Filemaker).

Overview: Elicitation tøsls and non-response

A written questionnaire has the advantage of systematically gathering dialect data
in a large geographical area within a short time span. Mor€over, it is an elicitation
technique that enables the researcher to standardize both the collection of, ancl tho
analysis of, the material. However, this method induces numerous well-known trtsk

850
798 (100o/o)
368 l47o/o)
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effects such as: (i) the repetition effect (cf. Bock 1986); (ii) the judging ofsl.ntactic
constructions as ungrammatical simply on the basis of lexical items or 'knowledge
of the world' (cf. Greenbaum 1973 210) and (iii) the fact that wdtten forms are
unduly influenced by prescriptive educational practices. It is for this reason that
written data obtained will not be used directly for the atlas unlike the corpus
obtained f¡om oral fieldwork. Nevertheless, written elicitation data, provided these
are interpreted carefully and considered in any resultant analysis, can be usefrrl
indicators of dialectal preferences at tie syntactic level as demonstrated in Cornips
and Corrigan (2001).

Throughout the questionnaire, the native speakers were asked indirectþ abott
their grammaticalþ judgments. Thus, questions took the form'do you ever
encounter this vadant in your local dialect?' rather than asking direø questions: 'do
you consider this sentence (un)grammatical or (un)acceptable' or 'do you consider
this sentence (in)correct in your dialectl This is because direct questioning is
thought to be one of the factors tiat promotes false responses - often in the
direction of a socially superordinate standard norm which takes precedence over
the native dialect system (Labov 1996:100). The answers to direct questioning
methods may reflect the (sl.ntactic) variant which the informants believe has
prestige or is "correct" rather than the forrn tley actually use (Labov 1972:213).

In general, the questionnaire is offered in Standard Dutch although some
questions accommodate to a specific geographical dist¡ibution of the variant by
inclusion ofspecifrc local dialect features such as subject-doubling, as illustrated in
(1). In some dialects we encounter sentences such as:

(l) Misschien ga'k 'et (e) (k) ik wel kijgen
Maþe go I it (I) got
Betekenis: Misschien ga ik het wel krijgen
Meaning: 'maybe, 1'll get if

(i) Do you encounter sentences such as (1) in yoü local dialect?
aniswer: yes or no

In this project, it was thought to be relevant to also administe¡ constructions which, as
fat as we know, are ungrammatical in the Dutch dialects. The task exemplified in II
below is a good example ofthis; it offers all possible orders including those that are
deemed to be strictly ungrammatical in the verb cluster that contains three verbs.

The wriÌten questionnaire includes the tasks exemplified below viz. indirect
grammaticality judgements (I.) & (lI.);translation (ItI.) & (IV); empty spots (V).
Below we will discuss these various elicitation tasks and their non-response. We define
the notion non-response as those cases where the informant did not fill in an¡answer.
The analysis of non-response may shed light on grammaticality aspects ofthe s)îtactic
vadants in question. It is important to note that we ate not able to interpret the
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written t€st data with material based on the subj€ct's actual sp€ech pattetns duc to
the large geographical area and the density ofthe grid (250 locations).

ll) i nd irect grøm ma L i ca I í t y j u dge m e n Ls of the r¡pe:
'do you encounter this variant in your dialect'; answer: yes or no

ln the wdtten qu€stionnaire 61 items ofthis question t ?e were ùrduded. The mean
non-response of flris question tfpe is 20, meaning that ftom the 368 questionnaires,
on average 20 were returned witlout an answer to items ofthis specific question
tlpe (57o). The non-response dispersions .between 9 (2o/o) and 35 (10olo). The
following item evoked a non-response of 10olo:

Do you encounter this variant in your dialect? answer: yes or no
Speaker A: Er komt morgen iemand langs.

'Tomo¡row someone will pay a visit'
Speaker B: Wie dat?

who that

D€tailed examination ofthe answers reyeals that the $ammaticality ofthis specifrc
construction is geographically concentrated ir Belgium including the southern part
of Dutch Limburg, and the northern part of the Netherlands, namely Gromngen,
Friesland and Drenthe. Aaalysis of the non-response shows that a relatively high
number ofnon-responses occu¡s ifthe sentence is to a cettain degree unacceptable
in the local dialect. Ifit is grammatical, the info¡mant consistently replies with 'yes'
but if the conshuction is ungrammatical, the informaats do not tick the answer 'nd
and as such reveal a non-response, Apparently, the answer 'no' requires more
(mental) activity for the informant than the answer 'yes'.

(Il) indírect grømmøticølity judgments combined with a ftte poìnts scøle,
the info¡mants have to indicate how uncommon (highest value=l) or how
common (highest value = 5) the orde¡ within the verbal cluste¡ in their local dialect
is:

(2)
a. Ik w€et dat lan ha¡d moet kunnen werken
b. Ik weet dat Jan hard moet we¡ken ku¡nen
c. Ik weet dat Jan ha¡d kunnen moet werken
d. Ik weet dat Jan hard kunnen werken moet
e. Ik weet dat lan hard we¡ken kunnen moet
f. Ik weet dat Jar hard werken moet kunnen

I know that Jan hard, \,rork, must, can

efic0ufltet
yes/no
yes/no
yes/Do
yes/no
yes/no
yes/no

t-2-3-4-5

t--2 i-4-5
t--2-3-4-5
t--2-3-4-5

In the questionnaire 89 items ofthis question t)?e were included. The mean non.
response ofthis specifrc t,?e ofelicitation is 21 (60lo) and ranges between l0 (370)
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and 4l ( 117o). The construction involving a v€rb cluster that contains an unaccept-
able word order ofthree verbs in 2e above induces the highest non-response ofall.
(I1l) translation: will you translate the following sentence(s) in your dialect?

In the questionnaire 145 items ofthis elicitation t'?e were included. The mea¡ non-
response ofthis specific task is 27 (770) and ranges between 10 (30lo) and 103 (28olo).
The translation of the ungrammatical Wh-question (partial) in (3) reveals the
highest non-response of 280l0.

(3) Wie denk je di¿ ik in de stad ontmoet heb?
Betekenis: Wie denk je dat ikinde stad ontmoet heb
Meaning: who think you that I in tlle town met have
Vertaling (translation).....................

Geographicall¡ the non-response in this particular task is concentrated in the area
South-Holland-Utrecht. By contrast, the Dutch provinces Gelderland and Overijs-
sel and Belgium with the exception of the province of Limburg show hardly any
non-responses. Àpparently, the dialect speakers in these areas are able to interptet
(3) quite readily.

(N) trønsløtion combined with ticking
The i¡fo¡mant has to tuanslate and to tick one out oftwo possible fuìterpretations
e.g. double negation or negative concord interpretation in (4a) and (4b):

(4) Piet denkt dat Jan en Marie op niemand nietboos zijn
Piet think that Jan and Marie at no one not angry are

Mogelijke betekenis (possible meaning):
(4) a. tr Piet denkt dat Jan en Marie op iedereen boos zijn

'Piet thinks that jan and Marie are angry at everyone'
b. tr Piet denkt dat Jan en Marie op niemand boos zijn

'Piet thinks that Jan and Marie are angry at no one'

This type ofelicitation was represented by23 items in the questionnaire. The ¡nean
non-rêspoise is 54 (15olo) and ranges between 21 (60/o) and 108 (29olo). This is a
high non-response in comparíson to the other elicitation tasks, mentioned €arlier.
Closer examination reveals that it is likely that this high rate is due to t-he meaning
of the sentences in (4) that appealed to be very difÊcult to interpret (see also
sent€nce 8 in Section 4).

The sentence in (5) with sentence frnal niet that closes off negative sentence
evoked the highest non-response although the int€nded interpretation is sùnple
clausal nesation:
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(5) Er mag niemand spreken over dit probleem niel
'No one is allowed to speak about this problern'

lY) emPry spots-task:
the informant has to fill in the ¡elevant function words from the local dialect e.g. in
(6) the infinitival complementizer and Lhe position of /e:

(6) Heb je genoeg mensen... de mais van het land... halen?
have you sufficient peoPle ... the corn ofthe land,,. get-tlr
'Do you have sufñcient fatm-workers to haffest the cod

The non-response of this tfpe of elicitation is i¡relevant since emPty spots may
represent th€ grammaticality of the construction.

4. Oral elicitation

As mentioned above, the atlas will eventually be based on the data gathered during
tape-recorded interviews. For the validþ and coilsistency of the adas it is very
important that these are conducted in a consistent, reliable way. In Cornips &
Jongenburger (2001) we argue ftom a methodological Point of view thât the
interyiews should be conducted in the local dialect rather than in the standard
language or sorne regiolect, in order to avoid accommodation, i e , adjustment from
the dialect in the di¡ection of the standard-like varieties. For most of the 250

locations selected this m€ans that in order to be able to interview the informant in
his or her own diaìect, we ar€ often occasioned to summon the assistance of anothe¡
dialect sp€aker from the same community sPeaking the same variety (see Cornips
& Jongenburger 200 1 for a detailed overview of the design and the methodology of
the SAND-project). To be able to evaluate the validity ofthe elicitation tests used,

we conducted seven pilot interviews that will be discussed here.
Two of the pilot interviews were administered in de Randstad, the highly

urbanised economic centre of the Netherlands; two othels we¡e conducted in
Friesland, one was undertaken at the Betuwe in Gelderland and two were recorded
in Maanderen (Maams Brabant). The results of all seven are discussed below by
q'pe of elicitation task.

Translations

In de Ra¡rdstad, informants were reluctant to translate sentences i¡r Standard Dutch
into dialect, because the structural differences between the standard and their
variety are very small. Or as one ofour informants Put it:'Rotterdams is Stan<ìard
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Marie antwoordt met: O, ik wist niet rI
Marìe answers with: O, I know not th--
'Marie answers with: O, I did not know th ,

Meaning questions

This task, where the informant is asked to give the meaning of a sentence that was
ru!:!lfd Þy the assistant, appeared to be far too difÊcult io perform. When the
ilfgUarllsåçard the sentenc€ illustrated by (8), for instance, irey could not make
a motivated choice between the options - double negation or negative concord
lnterpretatton -:

(8) Wim denkt dat we nooit niemand een prijs geven.
Wim thinks that we never nobody a prize give.
possible meanings:

. (8) a. tr Wim denkt dat we altiid iemand een prijs geven.
Wim thinks that we always somebody a prize give.
'Wim thinks that we always give somebo dy a prrzel

Dutch.' This problem could be solved by asking the informants how the senrence
would sound in their dialect, drawing their attention Íìom the lexical level to the
level of pronunciat ion.

Indirect grammatical;ty judgmenß of the tfpe: ,Do you encounter this sen_
tence in your dialect'; answer: yes or no

See Section 3 for a detailed description ofthis test. This t¡pe ofquestions proved to
be easy to perform and was, therefore, very useârl in the interviews.

comPletion ta.sk

This task, where the assistant utters the beginning ofa sentence and the informa¡t
has to finish it, was rather difûcult. Instead ofusing the approptiate consuucuo[,
some informants came up with totally irrelevant answers. An exarnple ofthis tlpe
of elicitation is illust¡ated in (7) in which the phenomenon invåtigated is the
position of the preposition door,th¡ousli:

(7) Piet zegt: Zlj liep de tuin door.
Piet says: She walks the garden through.
'Piet says: She walks tbrough the garden.,
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b. tr Wim denkt dat we niemand ooit een prijs geven.
Wim thinks that we ñobody ever a prue gíve.
'Wim thinks that we nobody ever give a prize.'

Repetition task

Long sentenc€s uttered by the assistant were to be repeated by the informafÌt. The
sentenc€s were extremely long so that the informant coúld not confine hirnself to
repeating them literall¡ but had to fall back on his own (dialect) grammar to
reconstruct the sentence (cf. Cornips 1994). This task appeared to be very usefi:l for
testing word order in ve¡bal clusters since tle informants adjusted word order in the
repeated sentence according to their dialect grartrmar.

Finally, we want to make some genera.l remarks lvith ¡espect to the use of oral
elicitation tasks, Instructions should be as short as possible, since longer instruc-
tions ¡isk confusion on tàe part of the informant, Speak€rs seem to prefe¡ a few
longer sessions of one question with breaks rather than many short incessant
sessions ofdifferent t¡pes. ln other words, they prefer eight questions ofone type in
one large cluster to four questions in two smallq clustets.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we have discussed the results of several w¡itten and oral elicitation
techniques that have been applied to the data collection programme associated witl
the SAND-project. It appears ftom this preliminary analysis that not all t,?es of

Table 2. Type of elicitatioû and their usability in respectively a written a¡d an o¡al
settlng

indirect gammatica.lity judgments 'do you encounter?'
indiÌect grammaticality judgments on 5-points-scale
translation task
empty sPots test
completion task
meaning questions

+
+
geographic area?
+

o¡al

+
+

legend: + = task is eâsy to perform; - = task is difÊcult to performj * 
= inappropriâte setti[g fo¡ thc (ypc

of elicitation involved; *+ =not used in ihe SÂND-questionn¿ire,

¡epetition task
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elicitation are workable in both written and oral settings. In Table 2 we recapitulate
our experiences in this regard: '+' means that the specific task is easy to perform; ,-'
means that the task is difficult to perform. Some t¡pes of elicitations are typically
written tasks, as is the case with indirect grammaticality judgements and the empty
spots test. Other tasks, such as the repetition task, are only workable in an oral
setting. In Table 2 these setting-specific elicitation tecbniques are marked with an
asterisk (*) for the inappropriate setting. The two asterisks (**) appended to the
completion task in the written setting indicate that this type of elicitation was not
used in tlle written questionnaire (i.e. this task is not by definition unworkable in ¿
written setting, it has simply not been used in this investigation).

Furthermore, we have shown that for some types of elicitation, the practica-
bility of a task depends on the region investigated. In regions where the dialect
varieties do not differ much ftom the standard language, i.e. in de Randstad, it is
not usefi¡l to ask for wdtten translations, whereas it .is possible during interviews to
ask how a sentence would soørd in the same dialect.

Notes

* We would like to tha¡& the ûeldwo¡ke¡s/PhD-students of the project Je¡oen vaû Craerer-
broeck, Gunther De Vogelaer, Tamar Israel, Susanne var der Kleij, Marjo van Koppen,
A¡nemie Neucke¡mans, Henk Wolf en Hed de Zeijlstra,
r. The notion validity refers to obtaining eviderce that is dearly interp¡etable as being
evidence of the behaviorû we a¡e irterested in (cf. Spolslq lgSS).
2. http://www.mee¡tens.knaw.nl/projecten/sand/sand.html
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